
SSD 24-27 COMPREHENSIVE
PLANNING SMART GOALS

Goal 1: Rigorous and Relevant Resources
Specific — The District will identify and implement standards-aligned resources based upon challenges identified in the Future Ready
Index and establish a cycle for the adoption of resources.
Measurable — This can be measured by the publication of an adoption cycle and through documentation of board meeting minutes
for purchasing.
Achievable — Stakeholders can prioritize updates through the use of technology, collaboration, data-driven decisions, advocacy, and
continuous improvement for rigorous school resources.
Relevant — Having up-to-date and rigorous resources in schools is crucial for providing high-quality education, preparing students for
the future, fostering critical thinking skills, maintaining relevance, and promoting equity and access

Timebound — An adoption cycle will be created and implemented in the 2024-2025 School Year.

Goal 2: Innovative Scheduling Practices
Specific - The District will establish scheduling practices to ensure adequate time for instruction, ongoing data analysis, regular
intervention group planning, and regular team meetings. 
Measurable - This can be measured by analyzing the master schedules yearly and examining student opportunities and supports.

Achievable - The administrative staff can accomplish this task through professional development and the examining and identification of
exemplary master schedules in the region that support this goal. 
Relevant - This goal is relevant because it aims to optimize instructional time, ensure data-driven decision making, support effective
interventions, and foster collaboration among educators, all of which are crucial for improving educational outcomes.
Timebound - Schedules will be researched and implemented in the 2024-2025 and 2025-2026 School Years.

Goal 3: Student Attendance
Specific - The District will implement a consistent approach to student attendance in all buildings that includes parent communication
and accurate reporting based upon new state expectations on a yearly basis.
Measurable - The District will measure progress by implementing attendance policy, ensuring accurate reporting, aligning with state
expectations, and conducting yearly reviews for improvement.
Achievable - The District can achieve the goal through collaborative policy development, effective communication, staff training, data
management, alignment with state regulations, and continuous improvement efforts.
Relevant - Improving attendance ensures student engagement, academic success, and maximizes learning opportunities, aligning with
educational objectives and state requirements.
Timebound - Reporting procedures will be accurate for the 2024-2025.

Goal 4: Student Showcase Events

Specific - The District will create a showcase event to be held each year for each school in the district.

Measurable - This can be measured through attendance, participation rates, feedback, exhibits, community engagement, consistency,
and budget allocation to evaluate annual showcase event success.
Achievable - This goal can be achieved through careful planning, coordination with each school, securing necessary resources,
and consistently evaluating and refining the event.
Relevant - This will promote community engagement, showcases school achievements, fosters pride, and strengthens ties between
schools and the community.
Timebound - Yearly student showcase events will begin in the 2024-2025 School Year.

“CULTIVATING LIFE-LONG LEARNERS READY FOR AN EVER-CHANGING WORLD”


